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@pixie.moons111



If I need to show up



I am limitless, a



for anyone today,



creature of infinite



let it be me.



possibilities.



I choose to express Surrendering allows



I am a power

manifestor.



I allow myself to



my Creativity in any



for more



fully feel my



way available to



opportunities to



emotions, whatever



me.



find me.



they may be.



I am always

connected to my

Highest and

Greatest Self. I just

need to pause and

listen.



After all I have been

through, nothing

can take me down.



My Shadow Self

also needs to be

heard and

honoured.



@pixie.moons111



Taking risks and

getting out of my

comfort zone are

actually beneficial

to me.



I trust and know

that all the Magick I



I trust in my



need is already



Intuition.



within my Self.



I enjoy taking care



I am strong and



I enjoy teaching



of my Self, and



confident in my



others, and learning



being Creative.



Self.



from them.



The only person



I know how to



deserving of all my



move forward and



love is my Self, first



when to display



and foremost.



self-discipline.



I have the courage

to stand up for

myself.
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I enjoy time with

my Self and love

learning new

things.



I always find new

ways of looking at

things &amp; situations.



I always have a

choice. I was born

an individual with

free will.



My Guides, Angels,

and Higher Self are

always here to

guide me towards

better things.



I know when to use

discernement and

be fair and

objective.



I understand



I always find a



transformation can



moment in the day



be scary, but it is



to bring serenity to



also beautiful.



my spirit.



I understand that

sometimes, abrupt

endings lead to

wonderful

beginnings.



I was born to stand

out. I am certain of

that, and I fully

embrace it.
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I can tell the



I give myself



difference between



permission to



useful dreams and



radiate joy and



illusions.



light.



I can accomplish

anything.



Lending an ear and

being supportive

brings relief to my

self and others.



I know how to use

my past

experiences to

make a wise

decision.



Every day, I send



I acknowledge and



love to myself in all



validate my



of my iterations.



emotions.



I am being blessed

when I least expect

it.



I am grateful for all

that I do have.
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I give myself



I choose to dispose



permission to be



of what is no longer



playful and



serving me and my



carefree.



highest good.



My intuition tells

me there is

something bigger

and better waiting

for me.



I feel content with

I give myself



all the goodness,

past and present,



I choose bliss.



permission to

dream big.



that has been

allocated to me.



I have the courage



I am a kind, loving,



to work towards



and gentle person



achieving my



to all, and



dreams.



especially to myself.



I have manifested

all the goodness in

my life, and I can

manifest much

more.
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I always strive for

I am blessed every

single day.



balance within, no



I know when to



matter what is



reach out for help if



happening around



I need it.



me.



I am taking action

into building my

Abundance, little

by little.



I feel very proud of

what I have

accomplished so

far.



I remind myself

daily of the things I

am blessed with,

even the most basic

ones.



Every daily effort

counts towards my

future Abundance.



It is easy for me to

find a balance

between giving

and receiving.



I am consciously &amp;

consistently

elevating my life in

every aspect.
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I show gratitude



I know when to go



towards all the



I am constantly



steady and how to



Abundance I see in



learning.



keep my goals in



my life.



sight.



Being nurturing and



I am rich. I am



Every day, I gain a



of service to others



wealthy. Money



little bit more clarity



is valuable.



comes to me easily.



and wisdom.



I prioritise myself,

and do not hesitate Every day I heal my

to let go of



old wounds a little



attachments that



bit more.



weigh me down.



I give myself the

permission to

recuperate if my

body tells me to.
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I am moving

I learn from every

situation, whether

positive or not.



towards new

experiences, new



I am wary of a false



relationships, and



sense of security.



renewed

happiness.



Being trusting and



Being, and staying,



Shedding the old



optimistic has



and making space



letting others in is a helped me improve

sign of courage.



helps me bring



my life in a



more balance in my



dramatic way.



life.



I only look back to



I am careful not to



assess how far I’ve



rush to achieve my



come.



goals.



I co-create all within

and without me

with the help of

Spirit.
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I am stepping into

my power and

remembering who I

am.



Whatever choice I

I welcome warmth,



make at any given



happiness, and



moment is always



levity into my life.



going to be the

best one.



I have the



I know bigger,



possibility to



better



recreate myself at



opportunities are



any given moment.



awaiting me.



I stay away from

drama and look

after my

psychological

health.



Even if I don’t

always see or feel it,



I celebrate every



I am being



one of my



supported,



achievements,



protected and



however big or



celebrated every



small.



step of the way.



I am unstoppable.
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Showing

I am aware of the



vulnerability and

transparence is



Rest is not laziness.



power of my

thoughts.



actually a sign of

strength.



I know how to be

patient when

needed.



All of my trials

didn’t break me,

they built me up.



I allow myself to let

I create my own



my light shine and



good luck.



be a beacon to

others.



I am grateful for all

of Gaia’s gifts and

take care of her as

best as I can.



I focus my thoughts

on right here, right

now.
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